
eTwinning Conduct Rules



Speak correctly 
and respect others

Alejandro Mesa Mejías  

Don't insult 
the patners

Julio Fiorellino Casado

you have to have respect 
when expressing yourself 

without having to 
offend or attack anyone.

Sophie Fares  
Respect any project of your partners, 
their nationality and gender equality
 -Don't allow any kind of disrespect

Brigitte Barrientos Bajaña  

https://twinspace.etwinning.net/89268/members/member/2784327
https://twinspace.etwinning.net/89268/members/member/2784127
https://twinspace.etwinning.net/89268/members/member/2784120
https://twinspace.etwinning.net/89268/members/member/2784104


Respect all colleagues and their jobs
Ibrahim Cheghannou Boulbayan  

Have a logical 
order when writting

Yasmina Ahmed El Hichou  

Not make fun of the 
work of 

the other colleagues,
 even the ones 

that are of another 
nationality.

 Erika Steiner Gil  

https://twinspace.etwinning.net/89268/members/member/2784126
https://twinspace.etwinning.net/89268/members/member/2784098


We have to respect our 
classmates and teachers, 

and also learn from their works
Mario Ayudarte Pedrajas  

Respect any project of your partners
, their nationality and gender equality 
-Don't allow any kind of disrespect
Brigitte Barrientos Bajaña   

-Don't treat the fails of your
 classmates as you wouldn't

 like them to treat you
-Do all the works on time

-Respect all the works
Paula Fiorellino Casado  Not make fun of the 

work of 
the other colleagues,

 even the ones 
that are of another 

nationality.
 Erika Steiner Gil  

https://twinspace.etwinning.net/89268/members/member/2784104
https://twinspace.etwinning.net/89268/members/member/2784128


  
Don't say swear words 
- be respectful to others

-Do not copy work from classmates 
-Don't pretend to be better to 

another country, learn from them.
Andrés Marmolejo

Use the web correctly and 
not to do stupids things, just work.

Sara Méndez Bourouaha  

Deliver the work on time.
Not copy what the colleagues have done.

Respect others and speak correctly.
Elena Peris Lorente  

 

https://twinspace.etwinning.net/89268/members/member/2784318
https://twinspace.etwinning.net/89268/members/member/2784322


Other Suggestions of our Students 

in this page no disrecpected is allowed

Antonio Barrios Nevado  

The rules that I'll propose for etwinning's project are:

- Respect all the students independently of their nationality.

- Don't criticise the works of our classmates, the most important thing is to strive. 

- Try to do your best in all the works, don't give up.

- Don't pretend to be better to another country, learn from them.



- Even if you work hard at your jobs, it doesn't mean you don't have to help your classmates . At the
opposite, it will make you feel better.

Raúl Fernández Chevalier  

in etwinning you can not upload photos without teacher permission

Farahe Chekkor Takkal  

-Don't treat the fails of your classmates as you wouldn't like them to treat you

-Do all the works on time

-Respect all the works

Paula Fiorellino Casado  



Do not copy work from classmates in this way you will not learn

Adriana Doblado Morales  

We have to respect our classmates and teachers, and also learn from their works

Mario Ayudarte Pedrajas  

Have a logical order when writting

Yasmina Ahmed El Hichou  

Not make fun of the work of the other colleagues, even the ones that are of another nationality.

Erika Steiner Gil  



Deliver the work on its appropriate date.

María Salas Rojas  

help each other

be respectful to others

not judge them as they are or dress

Paula Ortega Ponce  

-It is not allowed to insult any companion on this page.

-You shouldn't copy yourself from your colleagues' jobs.

Sofía Fernández Román  



- Respect group members

-Don't say swear words

Alejandra Flores Cros  

Any offensive comments in the chat are prohibited

Nazaret Delgado Ruiz  

Don't say swear words 

- be respectful to others

-Do not copy work from classmates 



-Don't pretend to be better to another country, learn from them.

Andrés Marmolejo  

Respect the opinion of others @ Nuria Farfán Sánchez  

We have to respect everyone and don`t copy other student`s works

Javier Bedoya Fenech  

-Don´t say comments that could affect the people

-speak consistently

Daniela Berrocal Langen  



everything that we upload must be done in English

Ana Alfaro Martín  

not copy the work of a partner

Elena Fernández López  

We must not disrespect the people in the group. and we must obey the rules of the group.

Macarena Avilés Gómez  

We must send the work on time.

Elena Ávila Pérez  

-Respect all members in the web. 

-Help other members in everything you can. 



-You cannot post anything offensive or disrespectful. 

-Be original, do not copy other's job.

-Try your best in everything you create for the web.

Miguel Moltó Muñoz  

It is prohibited to impersonate the identity of other people, groups or organizations that you do not 
represent with the intention of confusing, deceiving or misleading.

Nadia Petsa Buchovska  

We must respect the schedules of activities, classmates and teachers and carry out the activities with
caution

María Zorat Moniche  

 



help our partners with their problems in the proyects

Arturo Ortega Romero  

On this website it is forbidden to disrespect the users of the forum and must be polite and have good
behavior.

Isabel Martínez Rivas  

do not insult peers or teachers

José Manuel Muñoz Alguacil  

Treat others as you would like to be treated.



Marina Márquez Lanceta  

Respect everyone and aport useful information without copying.

Claudia Herrera Hernández  

You musn't disrespect your mates and you must use the page only for work

Antonio López-Chica  

Have a good attitude and use positive language.

Esther Urbano Rueda  

Enrique Moreno

To respect each turn of speaking raise your hand if u want to speak.

José Manuel Muñoz Alguacil  

respect each other and learn from the projects that the teachers order



Alicia Peris Lorente  

Avoid private information by members in public forums to respect the right to privacy.

Cassandra Lando  

Some of the rules that should be fulfilled are:

Respect everyone´s work and their right to fail. 

Don´t insult or swear in the chat. 

Don´t copy from your partners works,you won´t learn this way. 

Use the web for the purpose it has,learning. 

Don´t believe that you are superior than other countries,they have the same rights as you.

Andrea Sierra Alcaraz  



We must

Some of the rules we must follow are:

Respect classmates as we would like them to do with us. 

Try to do the best work possible and strive.

Sara Vilchez Flores  

search verified information

Paula Marín Matarín  



Rules:

• not copy the work of others.

• do not criticize the works of others

Andrea Weidig Cuberos  
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